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Introduction
The Organisation: ‘Valley Renewables Group’ (VRG) is the Development Trust for the Carron Valley
and District Area. It currently has eight Directors and 190 members, from a total population of 322
people in the area.
Although the area is relatively affluent with low unemployment and a high number of self-employed
people, it is a dispersed community with a sparse population, which gives rise to issues of isolation
and lack of a cohesive community. VRG recognises that people need a central base that is integral to
their community to meet, run clubs and groups, deliver education and hold events.
The Feasibility Study researched and assessed the potential for VRG to create a Community Base on
land currently owned by the Forestry Commission at Carron Valley. The project requires the
purchase of 21 hectares of Forestry Commission land, comprising of a development site and
surrounding woodland, which would be used by VRG to create facilities that would benefit the
community of Carron Valley and District and day visitors.

Map of Carron Valley and District Area
Proposed position of Carron Valley and District Community Base

The Community Base Project
Vision: The Community Base would be a welcoming and accessible space for local people and
visitors to meet, find information and get involved with community activities. It would be a catalyst
for new groups and events giving the community more cohesion and resilience into the future.
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Community Base Aims
 Build community cohesion and increase engagement for the Carron Valley and District
community
 Improve access to the natural environment
 Provide a catalyst for future developments within the community, including heritage and
environmental education projects, new groups setting up and opportunities to learn
 Be sustainable environmentally, socially and financially.
Community Base Objectives
1. Purchase Forestry Commission Land at Carron Valley
2. Manage the woodland to increase access and improve wildlife habitats
3. Create a Community Base to effectively deliver:
 a meeting space for the local community
 education opportunities (heritage and environment in particular)
 a visitor information and orientation point
 refreshments for sale
4. Develop future projects with the community including education, leisure, heritage,
natural habitat and access projects
5. Generate sufficient income to be sustainable in the long term
6. Deliver positive social and environmental outcomes.

Strategic Context
The project proposal fits well with the strategic context of Scottish and local Government
development plans. The Scottish Government has made it easier for communities to take on public
sector land and buildings through the Community Empowerment Bill and in response to this,
Forestry Commission Scotland has developed a process through which it can transfer assets to
communities. VRG intends to utilise this opportunity.
Evidence of need, audience, market and comparators all indicate that a small building development
at Carron Valley has the potential to deliver community benefit for local community members.

Evidence of Need
Although not highlighted as a deprived area, Carron Valley and District is an isolated and dispersed
community which faces a number of challenges including isolation and lack of cohesion.
The landscape is rural and provides access to the natural environment, making it a popular visitor
destination, particularly for cyclists and walkers.
There is however no central focus for the community as there are no local facilities. The population
lacks a shop, school, community hall, church, pub or playing fields, making any community gathering
very difficult, leading to isolation and a lack of connectivity. There is no provision for younger or
older people to meet, or opportunity for evening classes or pre-school activity locally.
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2016 Community Consultation Survey Results
The community survey was distributed to all households in Carron Valley and District (covering 322
residents) and was made available online. Surveys were returned by 62 households, comprising of
159 local people including children, which represents almost 50 % of the population of the area. A
minority of returned surveys did not support the proposal, with 11 responses opposed to using
community benefit money for this purpose.
Although the survey did not provide a clear mandate for VRG to proceed, the responses illustrate
that there are at least 50 local households that are keen to support and use a Community Base if it
were created, which is significant in the small population of Carron Valley and District. Attendance of
200 people at the VRG Summer Open Day also illustrates good community support.
Levels of support for a community base among those returning the survey (Qu 9):
 75% agreed with the statement “It would be good to have a community Base that welcomes
visitors to Carron Valley and District”
 73% agreed with the statement “It would be good to have a café where visitors can spend
money in the area”
 11 people expressed an interest in helping on a voluntary basis.

Comparator venue - Atlantic Islands Centre, Isle of Luing, Argyll
Community Base activities
Café - Of the 62 households returning the survey 50% would use a café at least monthly and 3
people expressed an interest in running a café on the site.
Meeting room - 40% of respondents would use a large meeting room at least once a year, with
interest shown in groups for the elderly and younger people.
The majority of households returning the survey agreed with wind-farm community benefit money
being spent on a new building. However, 11 were strongly opposed to using community benefit
money for this purpose.
Twelve households expressed concerns about the project which included sustainability, vandalism /
security, increase in traffic, increase in number of people / reduction of peace and quiet, wind farm
money not being spent on locals, difficulty for elderly people accessing the building and the rationale
for purchasing FCS woodland.
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Audience and Market
Analysis of existing markets
The key activities that people travel to Carron Valley to participate in are mountain biking, walking,
fly fishing and cultural and natural history. The Carron Valley carpark has an estimated 43,000
visitors per year (FCS 2016). The area is rich in wildlife and is promoted by the FCS website as such.
The forest also contains standing stones, old cattle drove roads, fisher paths and the remains of a
13th century fort.
Potential use of the building
Although the population of Carron Valley and District is around 300, about 50% are ‘Stirling facing’
i.e. they can get to Stirling easily and will choose to go there for community activities. The Denny
side of the population is more likely to access the Base for community social and evening activities.
This indicates that the number of people using the Base on a regular (daily/weekly) basis is likely to
be limited, although their ability to access services will be greatly improved by the Base, so it will
have a high social impact for those people using it.
The disparate nature of the population is exacerbated by the lack of a central meeting point, with
Stirling often being the chosen site of community meetings etc. The community of Carron Valley and
District does not use the surrounding halls for events or gatherings, as they do not provide a focal
point or sense of belonging for the local community.
The cost for local people to use the space should be kept minimal to encourage use and realise the
key desired outcome of social cohesion.
There are no cafes or takeaways
within a five mile radius of the site,
with the nearest food outlets in
Fintry or Denny. The provision of
good quality food at affordable
prices, with a sit down area for
customers is recognised as an
appropriate offer that could attract a
good market at weekends and
during holidays. Cyclists in particular
have cited a warm indoor seating
space is important for the café
provision to be attractive.
Comparator – Laggan Wolftrax, Newton Moor
Contact has been made with individuals that could be interested in leasing a café facility, and early
stage figures illustrate that the income could make it a viable lease option for part time opening.
Very low interest was expressed in office or workshop rental at the site, although an office space
would be required by the Base Facilitator if employed by VRG.
Activities at the Base would be likely to include:



Information point for local community, health, forestry and police notices
Tourist information point – leaflets and maps
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Forest schools groups for primary and nursery schools
Firewood permits – thinning and felling in mature hardwood forest.
Outdoor adventure play (existing adventure trail created by Glasgow School of Art)
Café franchise - comfortable space to meet and purchase refreshments
Adult education and craft classes – three evenings per week
Youth club activities – weekly
History and Heritage society activities
Regular meetings and events for local groups

Proposed opening times for café and Community Base
Summertime café opening (May to September) Daily 10-7
Wintertime café opening - Weekends 11-3
Community Base open for activity up to 4 days and evenings throughout the year:

Options Appraisal
The initial options appraisal considered a series of options that would enable VRG to deliver the aims
and objectives identified above, taking into account the information gathered from research and
survey work. The options ranged from taking no action, to planning to deliver a large community
facility. The option to consider the viability of a two phased build was taken forward.
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Building Options
Two potential build options were proposed (Option 1 and Option 2), each with two Phases, taking
account of the community needs, markets, potential income streams and potential level of use:
Option 1 Phase 1 = 140 sqm
Option 1 Phase 2 could then add 105 sqm to become 245 sqm in total.
Description - Community Base on a single level with 140 square metres of floor space, incorporating:
 Indoor Meeting space to seat 30 people, used as café seating when open
 Small meeting space to be partitioned off when required
 Toilets and showers
 Kitchen facilities with a hatch for takeaway and counter service inside.

Option 2 Phase 1 = 225 sqm
Option 2 Phase 2 could then add 65 sqm to total 290 sqm.
Description - A larger Phase 1 building, providing more space in the first phase to incorporate:
 a larger community room (90m2 total) which can be divided in two
 a small office
 no showers
 a cathedral ceiling over the community rooms and cafe, and a loft over the remaining areas
of the building which houses the plant room.
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Option 2 Phase 1

Assessment of Building Options
Option 1 Phase 1 creates a smaller initial building reducing the amount of grant funding required to
deliver the project. It provides flexible space for the community and visitors in the form of a café
which can be used as a meeting space when the café is not in use. It also provides an opportunity to
generate interest and increase community use of space and markets. The size of the build is
commensurate with the community support and evidence for potential use. Option 1 provides
limited internal space for larger events, although there is little evidence that these would be
frequent. Dual use of large room / café will limit some activities and would require careful planning,
but will enable the space to be used to maximum capacity for as much of the time as possible,
making the building better value for money.
The café is a vital aspect of the project, being a regular income generator through a lease
agreement, covering a proportion of running costs, and providing local jobs. The café is projected to
break even at a conservative level of trade and would provide two part time seasonal jobs.
Option 2 Phase 1 provides a larger amount of space and a separate community room and café
allowing simultaneous use. It is however significantly more expensive to deliver from the outset,
requiring increased grant income which may be very difficult to secure given the relatively low level
of community interest, potential beneficiaries, and social impact.
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Capital Project Costs for Options 1 and 2, Phases 1 and 2
VRG - Community
base - capital
summary
QS estimate ref

Option 1

Option 1

Option 2

Option 2

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 1

Phase 2

1127
indicativecost2

1127
indicativecost2

1127
workcostrevA

1127
workcostrevA

140

245

225

290

499,000

802,000

796,000

979,000

20,000

28,000

30,000

38,000

Sq m - QS
Total works cost £ - QS
Loose fittings £ - QS

Capital summary

£

£

£

Construction costs
including preliminaries

499,000

802,000

796,000

979,000

Furniture and
equipment

20,000

28,000

30,000

38,000

Professional fees

54,890

88,220

87,560

107,690

Other Costs

20,250

20,250

20,250

20,250

Inflation

35,648

56,308

56,029

68,696

Contingency

31,489

49,739

49,492

60,682

Non recoverable VAT

131,256

207,903

206,866

253,864

Total Capital Cost

792,533

1,252,421

1,246,197

1,528,182

Capital financing
options

£

Capital cost

792,533

1,252,421

1,246,197

1,528,182

VRG cash contribution

320,000

320,000

320,000

320,000

Capital grants needed
(or other fundraising) balance

339,533

799,421

793,197

1,075,182

Grant (if exempt from
VAT)

239,733

639,021

633,997

879,382

£
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£

£

£

Loan needed (max
affordable)
Annual repayment, term
7 years, 5%

133,000

133,000

133,000

133,000

22,558

22,558

22,558

22,558

Notes:
These figures are based upon the QS report prepared against the specifications provided in
conjunction with VRG and include a catering kitchen, security and fire protection installations and
tarmac carparking (QS reports and specifications in appendix of Full Feasibility Document).
Assumes VAT must be paid on construction costs. However, in practice, village hall exemption may
be available. However the village hall exemption is complex and quite tightly constrained, for
example operating a café for the general public or lease of the café to a private operator may
count as business uses invalidating the VH exemption. VAT notices 708 and 701/1 are relevant.
A specialist view is essential.
Costs above EXCLUDE the costs of a project manager for the build phase.

Income and Expenditure (Revenue)
Income
Trading
income
Forest
activities

Year 0 Q1
£

Year 0 Q2

Year 0 Q3

Year 0
- Q4

£

£

£

Trading
year 1
£

Trading
year 2
£

Trading
year 3
£

Trading
year 4
£

Trading
year 5
£

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

1,500

Room hire

8,850

8,850

8,850

8,850

8,850

Café lease

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

Timber sales

13,800

Total income

13,800

13,350

13,350

13,350

13,350

13,350

Trading
year 1

Trading
year 2

Trading
year 3

Trading
year 4

Trading
year 5

20,000

20,400

20,808

21,224

21,649

14200

13667

13943

14226

14517

22,558

22,558

22,558

22,558

22,558

Expenditure
Temp project
management

Year 0 Q1

Year 0
Q2

Year 0
Q3

Year 0
- Q4

9,375

9,375

9,375

9,375

Pt co-ord post
inc oncosts
Running costs
2250

1250

2750

2750

Capex loan
repay
Land
management
Total
expenditure
(inc loan)
Total
expenditure
(excl loan)

13055

0

0

0

4383

5603

4524

4597

5822

24,680

10,625

12,125

12,125

61,141

62,228

61,832

62,605

64,545

38,583

39,670

39,275

40,047

41,987
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Surplus/defici
t after loan

-24,680

-10,625

-12,125

1,675

-47,791

-48,878

-48,482

-49,255

-51,195

11,625

11,625

11,625

11,625

26,000

26,000

26,000

25,500

22,558

22,558

22,558

22,558

22,558

-

-

29,000

Funded by:
Big Lottery
medium grant
UNSECURED
wind farms –
(capex loan)
cash flow woodland
management

13,055

-13,055

windfarms general base
running cost
Closing
balance

-

1,000

-

500

745

-

1,512

1,192

1,267

71

433

22,558

22,558

22,558

22,558

51,558

Analysis:
Total
windfarms
grant

-

-

-

-

Expected Outcomes and Measurement
Expected Outcome
Jobs created
Increased Community
cohesion
Increased participation
Number of young people
accessing services
Number of volunteers
Increased community
satisfaction and quality of life
Number of older people
accessing services
Increased learning
opportunities
Increased confidence and skills
Provision of visitor service
Social enterprise generating
income stream
Reduced car miles

Measurement
Number of people employed through the Community
Base (Base Facilitator 0.5FTE, Café 1.5 FTE seasonal)
Number of community activities and events running
at the Base per year

Target
2

Number of attendees at activities annually
Young people aged 0-25 accessing organised activities
or services annually (25% of the young people in the
area)
Number of people volunteering their time to
organise, deliver or support activity at the Base
Measured through regular feedback from participants

1,000
20

Older people aged 65 and over accessing organised
activities or services annually (50% of the older
people in the area)
Number of education classes and workshops
delivered annually

20

Number of people attending educational classes and
workshops annually
Number of people accessing the cafe
Annual turnover of Community Base

250

Number of events and meetings held locally rather
than travelling to Stirling

30
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100

20
Qualitative

25

12,000
13,350

Timetable Overview
Jan 2017
Jan 2017
Spring 2017
June 2017
June 2017
Sept 2017
Sept 2017
Dec 2017
Dec 2017
March 2018
March 2018
July 2018
July 2019

Forest acquisition application submitted
Start developing funding package for project and further engage community
Funding applications submitted
Response expected from FCS (up to 6 months required)
Submit Stage 2 SLF application
SLF response
Commission full designs for building
Land purchase completed
Designs completed to planning standard
Designs completed to building regulation standard
Tender for building work
Building work starts
Building work completed

Recommendations
Build Options
It is our view that Option 1 Phase 1 is the only build option that has the potential to be viable. The
estimated costs of all proposed build options are high, but Option 1 Phase 1 is the lowest by some
margin. The financial tables illustrate that with a combination of current funds, a loan, and capital
grant funding of approximately £340K, VRG could deliver Option 1 Phase 1. This assumes a
successful Scottish Land Fund 2 application, including award of additional development funding.
Option 1 Phase 1 creates a relatively small initial building and provides flexible space for the
community and visitors in the form of a café, which can be used as a meeting space when the café is
not in use. The size of this build is commensurate with the quantity of evidence for community
support and potential use. Dual use of the meeting room / café will limit some activities, but with
careful planning will enable the space to be used to maximum capacity for as much of the time as
possible, making the building better value for money. It is our view that this building will deliver the
majority of the community’s requirements within a budget that is more likely to be achieved.
No other option is considered to be viable at this point in time due, to the greater level of grant
funding required. Option 2 provides a larger amount of space and a separate community room and
café allowing dual use. It is however significantly more expensive to deliver from the outset,
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requiring a much higher level of capital grant income (£793K) which is unlikely to be achieved given
the relatively low level of community interest and potential beneficiaries.
Option 1 Phase 1 would still require a significant amount of grant funding to be raised. Viability of
the project is therefore dependent upon:





VRG gaining a mandate from the community to use the majority of current and future
windfarm funding to support this project
VRG having the capacity and time available to raise approximately £340K of additional
capital funding
VRG being successful with a BL med grant application of up to £150k revenue funding
VRG being satisfied that the Option 1 Phase 1 build will provide sufficient benefits to the
community despite being a compromise on the original plans.

If any one of these factors is in doubt, then our assessment must be that the project, in its current
form, is not viable.
There is potential to carry out a cost saving exercise by revisiting the building specifications and
assessing associated costs to identify areas where savings could be made. This could potentially
reduce the capital and on costs, meaning that less grant funding would need to be secured to enable
the project to be implemented. However, it should be noted that potential capital grant and loan
funders will require a minimum level of specification for any building in terms of general quality,
accessibility / facilities for users, building longevity, building security and environmental
performance (including materials and operational performance). It should be noted that funders will
only consider grant / loan applications for Total Project Costs (not just QS estimates of Total Works
Costs). Total Project Costs include all capital related costs such as professional fees, surveys, VAT if
applicable, contingency, inflation, legal costs and any additional client costs to hire necessary project
management.
Should VRG proceed, we have made a number of further recommendations:
Base Facilitator
It is recommended that a part time Base Facilitator post should be employed by VRG to carry out the
day to day duties required to maintain a community building, manage bookings, support groups /
users, develop volunteers, and oversee the general use of the site. This post would provide an onsite
presence in conjunction with the café staff, ensuring that the building can be kept open for regular
hours. It would also facilitate the development of activities and increase security. This post is
included in the financial tables with potential Big Lottery medium grant and windfarm funding used
to cover costs.
Surrounding woodland
Purchase of the surrounding woodland has been proposed by VRG to give the community the ability
to increase access and maximise use of the area. This purchase comes with formal ownership
responsibilities and an associated management and maintenance cost. The benefits of community
ownership would predominantly result from investment in new tracks and paths and there is little
evidence from the consultation that the community support the purchase of the wider woodland
area unless action is taken to increase access. A Woodland Management Plan detailing proposed
actions has been produced and VRG should only proceed with the purchase of the surrounding
woodland if it is committed to, and can afford to, deliver this plan. Implementation of this plan has
been incorporated into the financial tables.
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Community Engagement
Further engagement with local community members is required to maximise interest and potential
activity at the Base, increasing engagement and volunteer capacity over the coming months.

Conclusions
It is our view that by implementing Option 1 Phase 1 capital build, VRG could deliver a viable
Community Base at Carron Valley. However, this project carries significant risk in several key areas:
 High build costs
 Significant grant funding requirement which is likely to be difficult to secure
 Compromises required to attain an affordable build, potentially leading to community
dissatisfaction
 Currently no mandate from the Community for VRG to use windfarm funding towards this
project
 Relatively low community engagement and interest in the project
 Community concerns regarding security and increased traffic.
These risks should be addressed as part of the ongoing project planning and development if VRG
proceeds with the creation of Carron Valley Community Base.
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